Like most academics’ offices, mine has a wall of books. I used to look at it and marvel at the thousands of hours of authors’ work represented on the shelves. Now I know about the thousands more hours of work behind those books—work by people named not on the book jackets but in the acknowledgments. So many people have shared their time, ideas, and energy with me as I researched and wrote this book.

The book would not exist without a crew of supportive, trustworthy intellectual heavyweights I am lucky to call friends, colleagues, and family (many who fit in more than one of those groups, and in the case of my sister, Juliane Collard, all three!). There are two people I need to thank first: Katie Gillespie and Jess Dempsey, who have been the most energizing, inspiring pals and collaborators to have in my corner. From listening to me debrief over Skype during fieldwork to reading multiple drafts of the book and generously giving round after round of feedback and encouragement, they’ve been instrumental to this whole process and have even made it fun, from the beginning, through the looooonnngg middle, until the end.

The rest of the crew is far-reaching—so I’ll start with the farthest flung and work my way toward home. No one else is nearly as far as Beirut, where I send thanks to my cousin and lifelong friend, Rebecca Collard, a journalist who has spent years exchanging pep talks with me and patiently attempting to help me express academic ideas less dryly. In the United States, special thanks to James McCarthy at Clark University for reaching out to me years
ago at one of my first conferences, supporting my work in all kinds of ways since, and generally making academia more human. In Lafayette, Indiana, thank you to my aunt and uncle, JoAnn and Norman Phillion, for their infectious intellectual curiosity and enthusiasm, for their mentorship, and for the more practical matter of recharging my nutrition levels and spirits during a cross-country auction research road trip.

To what feels like my second home, Montréal, I send thanks to Norma Rantisi for her friendship and for modeling a way of navigating the university with generosity, care, humor, and gentle rigor. Thank you to Jesse Arseneault, Bernard Lansbergen, and Julia Freeman for all the road trips, mountain walks, homemade dinners, and conversations over beer about everything from postcolonialism to pop culture. Jesse also started up the Society, Politics, Animals and Materiality (SPAM) group at Concordia University with me; thanks to all the members of that group, especially Kathleen Vaughan, Constance Lafontaine, Stephanie Eccles, and Rebekah Glendinning. I lucked out big time in having Stephanie, Rebekah, and Meghan Gagliardi as my first student supervisees—I learned a ton from them, and all of them also lent expert research assistance to this book. Thanks to the Political Ecology/Economy Reading Friends (PERF), especially Bengi Akbulut, Nil Alt, Hannah Brais, Noah Cannon, Piyusha Chatterjee, and Samiha Khalil. The students, staff, and faculty at the Department of Geography, Planning and Environment at Concordia set the gold standard in home departments. Thanks especially to Kevin Gould and Ted Rutland, friends with whom I was lucky to share departments in grad school and work; to Angela Kross, Pascale Biron, Marilyn Malofy, Craig Townsend, Sébastien Caquard, and Sarah Turner, regulars in the lunchroom for l’heure sacrée; and to Nalini Mohabir, who I wish I’d been able to share halls with for longer but still count on for Skype chats. Finally, thanks to valued friends and colleagues Mireille Paquet, Kathryn Furlong, and Amy Swiffen.

In Ottawa, huge thanks go to Emilie Cameron, Pablo Mendez, and Fiona Jeffries, three people I feel incredibly lucky to call friends and colleagues, who have heard their fair share about exotic pets over the years, and who still manage to seem interested. Emilie especially has for years been a trusted source of savvy advice and creative insights. In Toronto, Scott Prudham supervised my short postdoc stint at U of T and has since lent his vast theory chops to helping me puzzle through some of the ideas in this book over the years, including a memorable long Skype conversation about fetishism.
In Vancouver, where I did my PhD and now live again, I would first like to thank Trevor Barnes and Juanita Sundberg, as well as Gerry Pratt and Matthew Evenden, for doing so much work to steer me through the first years of this project. Trevor in particular steadily nudged me toward clearer thinking and writing over the years. This book bears each of their stamps in different ways—the best ways—which I hope they can see as clearly as I do. I thank them too for their ongoing mentorship, especially Gerry, who, sitting on Jess Dempsey’s back deck, helped dislodge me from a years-long writing block. Thanks also to Jess and Sara Nelson for reading a draft of the book and, in another afternoon on Jess’s deck, initiating the dislodging process that Gerry helped finish.

Also in Vancouver, huge thanks to Joanna Reid as a best pal and expert editor, for everything from endless support and encouragement to reading recommendations to nitty-gritty grammar revelations. Jo and Tony Massil, another great source of creative inspiration, also came along with me to Story Book Farm and Sanctuary to visit Darwin, where Tony took photos. Thanks also to Laura DeVries and Lara Hoshizaki for their ongoing friendship.

At Simon Fraser University, where I now work, Geoff Mann, Eugene McCann, Nick Blomley, and Michael Hathaway are generous, brilliant colleagues. Thanks to them for their high fives in the hall when I finally submitted this book, and then again a few months later when I really finally submitted this book. The feminist geographers are a bright light at SFU—thanks especially to Baharak Yousefi and Natalia Perez (who also translated the Spanish text in an ARCAS photograph for this book). And a final thank-you in Vancouver goes to a world-class group of grad students from whom I learned so much while we were all geography students at the University of British Columbia, especially Matt Dyce, Jono Peyton, Dawn Hoogeveen, Sarah Brown, Carolyn Prouse, Dan Cohen, May Farrales, Jon Leudee, Paige Patchin, Max Ritts, and Kelsey Johnson.

There are some key people to thank in Victoria, as I inch closer to home on Vancouver Island. At the University of Victoria, where I first caught the research and critical theory bug, several people shaped my approach to research, theory, politics, and academic life in ways I still notice today, especially Kara Shaw, Michael M’Gonigle, and Wendy Wickwire. I’d also like to give huge thanks to Nicole Shukin for the unmatched way she combines bigheartedness and sky-high intellect as an academic. She has supported and inspired much of my scholarship.
This brings me to Sooke, the place that still feels like the epicenter of home, where there are so many people to thank, including my longtime friends Allison Watson, Angela Jenkins, Maria Moran, Jessica Swinburnson, Lauren Hutchings, and Jocelyn Lukow. Katie Rose McKenzie opened up her cabin on Gordon’s Beach for a week of what ended up being the last push of book writing in front of a window with an eye-level view onto the Pacific.

The most important people to thank are the members of my small but formidable family. My sister, Juliane, has read countless drafts of this book over the years and listened to hours and hours of book thoughts. I can’t believe the luck of having an endlessly fun and hilarious sister who is also a best friend and a brilliant academic—a feminist geographer to boot. Our parents, Francine Dagenais and Andrew Collard, have always seemingly effortlessly found a balance between being interested in what we’re doing and encouraging us, but never dictating or pressuring us on any particular path. Each of them has their own distinctly grounded, open orientation to the world, always calling our attention back to the material world (which may partly explain how they ended up with two geographer daughters). Thank you to them for their love and for being so easy to love back.

There are a few final people to thank for their help and feedback: first, everyone who spoke with me, hosted me, and worked with me during the field research for this book, especially Rob Laidlaw, Juan Carlos Cantu, Alejandro Morales, Jose Luis Rangel, Peter Fricker, Sara DuBois, and Ernie Cooper. I’d also like to thank the people who have listened to presentations or chatter about parts of this book and given savvy feedback, including Juno Parreñas, Heidi Nast, Jody Emel, Richard Schroeder, Jenny Isaacs, Claire Jean Kim, and Tony Weis, as well as wider audiences in geography departments at Rutgers University, Clark University, the University of Toronto, the University of Victoria, Concordia University, and McGill University, the environmental studies school at UVic, and especially the Multispecies Justice group at the University of Wisconsin–Madison. Thank you to Liz Hennessy for inviting me to workshop this book’s introduction with that group, to Laura Perry for showing me around Madison, and to the group members for their careful and helpful feedback, especially Matt Turner and Sainath Suryanarayanan.

Thank you to Jake Kosek and the Department of Geography at Berkeley for hosting me during my auction fieldwork, to Mark Kear for being such a fun colleague during that visit, and to the Department of Geography at the
University of Toronto for hosting me as a postdoctoral fellow while I was writing the proposal for this book. At U of T, in addition to Scott Prudham, mentioned earlier, special thanks are due to Sue Ruddick, Alexis Mitchell, Emily Gilbert, and Mike Ekers for their generous intellectual engagement.

At Duke University Press, my deepest thanks to Courtney Berger, an editor extraordinaire, for patiently and intelligently pushing me to make this a far better book, and to three reviewers for helping me get there with their clear guidance and sharp insights. I would also like to thank the rest of the editorial, production, and design team at Duke, especially Sandra Korn, Liz Smith, and Aimee Harrison and my copyeditor, Susan Ecklund, for steering and improving this book in its final stages. Finally, thank you to Isabella Kirkland for her inspiring artwork and her permission to use one of my all-time favorite pieces of art—her evocative painting TRADE—for the cover of this book.
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